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H A I K U s a k e



CREATIVE BRIEF

OVERVIEW

Company name: Haiku sake (はいく) Co.
Industry: Food; Drink
Product: Alcohol
Location: Tokyo, Japan

AUDIENCE
Primary: Adult; Senior people
Gender: Both
Age: 35-75 years old, people who stressed out from high 
pressure work, or hang out with friends that they drink to-
gether.
Income: Middle Class

Tone:
Voice: This is a high quality alcohol drink. The great taste 
of Haiku made this brand gain an awesome status in bav-
erage.
Adjectives: Professional, elegance, fantasitic, superior, se-
date, modest, dignified, soft.

Strength
Haiku has great value and professinal production process. 
People will never foget the experience after drinking Hai-
ku. Each flavor has its unique characteristic. Every person 
could find their favorite flavor.

Weakness
Use-by date is not too long.

This is a new brand for Japanese traditional sake. The name of “Haiku” means “poem”, but it is a trditional 
and hitorical type of poem in Japan. I give this name to the brand because I think everyone has different 
feeling after drinking alcohol, same as people have different thinking after they read poem.

 It’s very young, but it has great value on tasting. This kind of alcohol taste kind like sweet and a little bit 
spicy. Its alcohol content isn’t high so that all people could have. This type of sake is produced for people 
whose age is between 35-75, which means the target audience more like middle-aged to senior people. 
Because of the characters of sake, it aims to help people relax themselves after high pressure works, or as 
an entertainment in spare time. For example, drinking low-alcohol when senior people chat with each 
other reduces the risk of being dizzy.

So I got two idea for design. 1. Textured typeface combined with illustration (Japanese traditional paint-
ing: Ukiyoe). Its accord with the aesthetical standard of older people. The color I use will be more variety 
and abundant. And also, the color will be got from Japanese traditional color like ginger, red.

2. I want to use black and white to create a very simple artistic conception. Since I think that people af-
ter drinking may get into a situation that they feel very relax and comfortable. I wanna translate this 
feeling into graphic language by images or Photoshop effect.

I have studied a lot of logo design fo r sake, as I see, most of them are very impressive and elegant. The 
designer try to translate the emotions and feelings into graphic languages. I want to do the same thing 
that the audience could get a feeling from my design, and buy the product.



PERSONA

Yohji Yamamoto and his wife
Mr. Yohji is 60 years old. He likes to drink alcohol 

when he has dinner, but normal alcohol drinks make 

him feel dizzy so that he couldn’t focus on his work, 

and he doesn’t like too spicy and high alcohole de-

gree. As far as he got the “Haiku”, he felt like the 

Haiku is the best choice for him. And he found his 

favorite flavor is “Sakura; First love”. He said, it re-

minds him of the good old time when he fell in love 

with his wife in collage.



MOOD BOARD









THUMBNAILS







TYPE STUDY

Haiku Avenir Next

Haiku Avenir

Haiku  boks

Haiku Chollasans

Haiku Citizen-
light

Haiku DIN next lt pro

Haiku Myanmar Sag-
am

はいくsamurai

はいくKonshi

はいくGEIKAISUIKOU

はいく

はいく



FINAL VERSION



TEXTURE STUDY



COLOR STUDY

RGB COLOR: 
R: 153 G: 203 B: 152

CMYK COLOR:
C: 42% M: 2% Y: 51% K: 0%

RGB COLOR: 
R: 246 G: 162 B: 168

CMYK COLOR:
C: 0% M: 45% Y: 20% K: 0%

RGB COLOR: 
R: 141 G: 162 B: 193

CMYK COLOR:
C: 46% M: 30% Y: 12% K: 0%

RGB COLOR: 
R: 215 G: 75 B: 41

CMYK COLOR:
C: 11% M: 85% Y: 98% K: 1%

RGB COLOR: 
R: 214 G: 211 B: 193

CMYK COLOR:
C: 16% M: 12% Y: 24% K: 1%



H A I K U s a k e
Sea of Light 

350 ml

Tea for two

H A I K U s a k e
Envy Me
 

350 ml No man’s Land

H A I K U s a k e

350 ml First Love

COMPUTERIZED DESIGNS



REVISED VERSION




